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Introduction

Coral Ave.

Cape May Point is located at the southern end of Cape May County along the
Atlantic Ocean. Its area is one-third of a square mile with a year-round population of 291. However, that population swells to approximately 2,500 in the
summer when vacationers and tourists come to enjoy its beaches.
Secondary only to the beaches, Cape May Point’s streets represent, collectively, an expansive network of treasured public space. The Borough, which was
previously known as Sea Grove, is an historic planned community. Its street
network branches out from Pavilion Circle, which is the center of the Borough
and used to contain a worship pavilion that held an estimated 15,000 people.1
The Borough is renowned for its charming character and ease of walking and
biking within the community. Cape May Point has almost no sidewalks, as
walkers and bikers share the street with cars. Streets are not simply for transportation, but are places to play and interact. Pavilion Circle, its large park,
and surrounding destinations are the center of community interaction.
In response to concerns expressed regarding vehicular access, bicycle compatibility, and pedestrian safety, the Cape May Point Planning Board conducted
an evaluation of the components of circulation and parking within this Circulation Plan Element. This document contains analysis of:
1

http://www.nps.gov/parkhistory/online_books/nj1/chap3a.htm l
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INTRODUCTION

 The Borough’s multimodal safety issues
 Circulation system hierarchy and cartways
 Parking supply and demand generators
 Parking and traffic controls
 Recommendations for making the Borough a safer and more
enjoyable to live, visit, and explore via foot or bike while maintaining its character
This element incorporates and modifies relevant and valid goals and objectives of the 2007 Circulation Plan Element and may be used as a basis for land
use policies, regulations, capital projects, and additional detailed studies in
order to implement the goals and objectives herein.

Sea Grove, 1876 (National Park Service)
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Goals and Objectives

2.1

2007 Circulation Plan Element

The previous Circulation Plan Element contained one goal and 16 recommendations:
Goal 1

The circulation goal of Cape May Point is to be a pedestrian
oriented community with the streets part of the ‘life’ of
the village. This village life includes the streetscapes. The
streets of the Borough are part of our ‘living yard’. Development in the community must be grounded on maintaining
pedestrian use of our streets and on preservation of the
traditional streetscapes (as defined in the character of Cape
May Point).

Recommendations:
 No new curbs or sidewalks without a review by a municipal agency.
 Curbs and sidewalks should only be granted if an alternative is not
feasible or economically justified with possible elimination of unnecessary existing sidewalks.
 Street signs should be updated and maintained. Signs should be
uniform.
 Do not widen any road beyond its existing width, unless extenuating circumstances indicate a different course of action is necessary.
 Maintain beach entrance platforms, which provide accessibility to
the beaches where the dune slope allows.
 Create additional viewing platforms.
 Encourage more beachgoers to bring their supplies in carts and
wagons rather than by car.
 Install additional bike racks at busy beach entrances.
 Paint white stop lines at all stop sign locations.
 Explore traffic-calming techniques at busy intersections, on roads
where speeding is a problem, and seasonally at the approaches to
busy beach entrances.
 Continue to work with State Park Officials to address the particular
needs and impact of visitors on both of our areas. (Specifically:
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

birders, lighthouse climbers, museum and beachgoers).
 In conjunction with the “Land-use” section of the Master Plan,
create a comprehensive plan for the use and maintenance of the
Borough Right of Way (R-O-W). This Comprehensive Plan would
address the following issues:
•

Off-street parking for two vehicles

•

Promote shared driveways

•

Driveways and sidewalks in the R-O-W

•

Pedestrian-friendly landscaping in the R-O-W

•

Visibility (intersections and entire R-O-W)

•

No private signage in the R-O-W

•

Garbage corrals

 During future roadwork/maintenance, consider narrowing Borough roads that exceed the 24 ft. width.
 Eliminate any centerlines currently in place on Borough roads.
 Maintain entranceway pillars.
 Review the cost of maintaining the entire transportation infrastructure and develop a financial plan to sustain the excellent condition
of our roads in the future
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2.2.

2

2015 Goals and Objectives

The goal of this element is to preserve Cape May Point’s walkable character
and shared streets through measures that increase actual and perceived safety
for pedestrians, cyclists, drivers, residents, vacationers, and daily visitors. This
is consistent with the goals and objectives in the 2007 Master Plan Circulation
Element.
Goal 1

Maintain and enhance the multimodal nature of the Borough’s streets

Objective 1a: Reduce vehicular speeds on all streets, especially on Lighthouse Ave. (County Route 629)
and Cape Ave. (County Route 651).
Objective 1b: Use traffic calming techniques that are consistent with, or do not detract from, the existing
character of the community.
Objective 1c: Maintain street (cartway) widths that promote
walkability within the Borough.
Objective 1d: Incorporate non-structural stormwater management practices consistent with the existing
character of the Borough with traffic calming
designs as appropriate.
Goal 2

Use engineering, enforcement, and education to encourage
people to walk or bike and discourage driving to local destinations.

Objective 2a: Projects should be consistent with and, ideally
enhance, the existing character of the Borough’s streets.
Objective 2b: Provide adequate bicycle and pedestrian facilities at local destinations.
Objective 2c: Streets/cartways should be designed/maintained at the minimum width necessary to
provide for safe circulation and parking for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and other vehicles.
Objective 2d: Avoid widening streets/cartways unnecessarily.
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Goal 3

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Accommodate visitors through policies that promote pedestrians and bicycle use that reduce parking difficulties for
them and local residents.

Objective 3a: Develop and implement a wayfinding system.
Objective 3b: Promote facilities that encourage day beach
visitors to transport belongings and children to
beach entrances without cars.
Goal 4

Maintain parking and roadway design standards consistent
with the character of the Borough and in concert with applicable engineering standards.
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Thoroughfares & Access
3.1

Thoroughfares

Street Jurisdiction
The Borough owns and maintains all of the streets in Cape May Point except
two Cape May County routes:
 Route 651: Cape Ave. (entire length), Pavilion Circle, Lincoln Ave.
 Route 629: Lighthouse Ave. This street is a state bicycle tour route
and is part of the Cape May Point to North Wildwood bike route
and on the High Point to Cape May Point Bike route.
There are no State roads in Cape May Point.

Street Direction
Most of the Borough’s streets are bi-directional. One-way streets are:
 East Lake Dr. (Lighthouse to Oak) heading north
 Harvard Ave. heading northwest
 Lehigh Ave. (Lincoln to Harvard) heading southwest

Cartways
Cartways measure the distance between curbs (or, if no curbs, edge of pavement) and do not include sidewalks, lawns/verges, and utility poles. Several
of Cape May Point’s streets have cartways over 24 feet wide. Table I: Street
Widths contains the Borough’s measured cartways. These cartways were
measured because they appeared over 24 feet wide or, for beachside roads, to
evaluate the capacity for on-street parking. Cartways on the Borough’s other
streets range from 22 to 28 feet. These cartways were primarily measured via
aerial photographs and supplemented with select field measurements. Affected cartways should be verified in the field prior to any construction project.
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Table I: Street Widths
Street

Location

Cartway

Alexander Ave.

North of Pearl Ave.

26 feet

Cape Ave.

Between Pavilion Circle and Pearl St.

33 feet

Cape Ave.

North of Pavilion Circle

31.5 feet

Chrystal Ave.

Near Knox Ave.

22 feet

Harvard Ave.

Between Lehigh Ave. and Whilldin Ave.

24.5 feet

Lehigh Ave.

Near Lighthouse Ave.

29 feet

Lighthouse Ave

Near the Municipal Building

33.5 feet

Lincoln Ave.

East of S. Lake Drive

30 feet

Lincoln Ave.

Between Ocean Ave. and Cape Ave.

24 feet

Ocean Ave.

Between Lincoln Ave. and Harvard Ave.

37 feet

Ocean Ave.

North of Lincoln Ave.

37 feet

Ocean Ave.

Between Cambridge Ave and Yale Ave.

32 feet

Ocean Ave.

North of Pavilion Circle

23 feet

Pavilion Circle

Near Cape Ave.

37.5 feet

Pearl Ave.

Between Cape Ave. and Central Ave.

34 feet

Yale Ave.

Near Lighthouse Ave.

28.5 feet

Yale Ave.

In front of Post Office

34 feet

Recent Street Improvement Projects
While Cape May Point’s streets see little construction activity, Cape May
County improved several of the Borough’s streets since 2000:
 Lincoln Ave. (Lighthouse to Cape): resurfacing, restriping crosswalks at some intersections, and pedestrian ramps installed at
Lincoln Ave. and Ocean Ave. in Spring 2013
 Cape Ave. (Lincoln to Yale): resurfacing, restriping crosswalks at
some intersections in Spring 2013
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 Lighthouse Ave.: restriping, painted crosswalks, and the installation of painted bulb-outs at intersections with E. Lake Dr. and
Coral Ave. in Spring 2013
 Cape Ave. (Yale to Sunset): resurfacing, a median (island) installed
between Sunset Blvd. and Oak Ave., and crosswalk installed at
Pavilion Circle in 2003

Traffic Volume
Table II summarizes the traffic counts taken by the New Jersey Department
of Transportation (NJDOT) in Cape May Point. Note that NJDOT measured
Lighthouse Ave.’s comparatively-low traffic volume in the off-season and all
of the measurements occurred on weekdays. In contrast, the Borough’s peak
traffic occurs on summer weekends.

Table II: Traffic Counts
Street

Location

Cambridge Ave.

Cape Ave.

Lighthouse Ave.

Date measured

ADDT

Between Coral Ave. and

Tues. 7/24/2012 9:00am-

62

S. Lalke Drive

Thurs. 7/26/2012 2:00pm

Between Cedar and

Tues. 6/27/2012 9:00am-

Holly Aves.

Fri. 6/29/2012 8:00am

Between Seagrove and

Tues. 4/17/2012 10:00am-

Coral Aves.

Fri. 4/20/2012 7:00am

908

668

Wayfinding
The Borough has several locations
by which residents and visitors
may access the beaches. Most
of the beach access points have
signs to identify them as such.
Notably, Surf Ave. and Pearl Ave.
beach accesses are lacking signs.
Since a system to direct beach
users through the Borough to the
beaches does not exist, it is assumed that most beach users are
familiar with the access locations,
whether signed or not.

Beach Across From Pearl Ave.
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Sidewalks
Most of the town’s streets do not have sidewalks. Existing sidewalks are usually isolated segments running along the frontages of one or two lots or both
frontages of a corner lot.
Some locations have long sidewalk segments:
 Around Pavilion Circle Park
 Yale Ave. between Cape Ave. and Ocean Ave.
 Around St. Peter’s Triangle
 Lehigh Ave. between Lincoln Ave. and Harvard Ave.
 Stites Ave. between Pearl Ave. and Chrystal Ave.
 Cape Ave. between Yale Ave. and Pavilion Ave.

Pavilion Circle
Pavilion Circle is the center of social activity in the Borough. Its 2.3
acre interior, Pavilion Circle Park,
is well-maintained by residents
and hosts a plethora of recreational activities including volleyball,
basketball, and concerts. Parking
is permitted along the perimeter
of Pavilion Circle with restrictions
near the Red Store.

Pavilion Circle Near The Red Store

Two churches have frontages on
Pavilion Circle and there is another
nearby. St. Agnes Chapel is located
across from the Red Store at the
intersection of the northern segment of Cape Ave. and the Circle.
There is a driveway and areas of
lawn/gravel for parking on both
Pavilion Circle Between Ocean Ave. and Central Ave.
sides of the driveway. Union Chapel is located at the intersection of
the southern segment of Cape Ave. and the Circle. It has a grass parking area
accessed through the Circle. Beadle Memorial Presbyterian Church is located
on Cape Ave. just north of Pavilion Circle and St. Agnes Chapel.
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There is a sidewalk around Pavilion Circle Park and one sidewalk that traverses
the park that connects both segments of Cape Ave., but with no crosswalk to
the southwestern segment of Cape Ave. The outside of the Circle has no sidewalks except near the Red Store.
The only crosswalks connecting to the Circle are on either side of the northern
segment of Cape Ave. near the Red Store. There is another crosswalk crossing
Cape Ave. in front of the Red Store. These brick crosswalks provide visual cues
to drivers about pedestrian crossings.
There are signs in front of, and on the front door, of the Red Store advising
patrons who drive to the restaurant to not park near stop signs, against the
flow of traffic, and block driveways.

St. Peter’s Triangle

St. Peter’s Beach

Lincoln Ave., S. Lake Dr., and Ocean Ave. surround St. Peter’s Church. The
Borough estimates that each of the Church’s two Sunday morning services
attract approximately 100 churchgoers, most of whom drive.
The inside and outside of the triangle have parking on all of its streets and
with some signs restricting parking near intersections.
S. Lake Dr., Ocean Ave., and Harvard Ave. intersect at the St. Peter’s beach access point. This is one of the Borough’s most popular beaches and a drop-off
point for vehicles.
While the Harvard Ave. and S. Lake Dr. approaches to the intersection have
stop signs, Ocean Ave. does not. This intersection is a large area of unmarked
pavement. The pedestrian crossing distance from the northeast (nearside)
corner of Harvard Ave. to the curb cut at the intersection with S. Lake Dr. and
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Ocean Ave. is 71.8 feet. There is a painted crosswalk from this intersection
across S. Lake Ave., but not directly to Harvard Ave.
The intersection of Lincoln and Ocean Avenues features the Borough’s only

St. Peter’s Triangle

four crosswalk intersection with pedestrian ramps containing ADA- compliant truncated domes at each corner. The intersection is a two-way stop with
the priority traffic given to Lincoln Ave. The angles created by the intersection
necessitate a greater degree of awareness of pedestrians and drivers for each
other’s movements.
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Beach Access Inventory

St. Peter’s Beach

Table III summarizes the existing conditions at each of the Borough’s beach
access points, including those at Cape May State Park. None of the Boroughoperated beaches have lockers for people to keep their beach gear (chairs,
umbrellas, etc.) on-site. Paths lead to beaches without ramps or stairs.

Table III: Beach Access Analysis
Beach

Off-Street
Car Parking

Bike Racks

Ramp
(Accessible)

Stairs

Restrooms

State Park
(3 Access Points

Yes

Yes (5)

Yes (1)

No

Yes

Lehigh

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

111 Harvard

No

No

No

No

No

Whilldin

No

No

No

Yes

No

Coral

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

St. Peter’s

No

Yes*

No

No

No

Surf

No

No

No

No

No

Cape

No

No

No

Yes

No

507 Pearl

No

Yes

No

No

No

Brainard

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Stites

No

Yes*

No

No

No

Alexander

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

* 2 bike racks (one child and one adult)
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3.2

Traffic Safety

Previous Traffic Safety Studies
Prompted by concerns expressed by Cape May Point representatives, in 2011
Cape May County undertook a study of vehicle speeds along county roads
within the Borough. This study examined Lighthouse Avenue (C.R. 629) and
Cape Avenue/Lincoln Avenue (C.R. 651), the primary roadways for vehicular
access to and from Cape May Point. The study found that 85% of drivers
exceeded the speed limit by up to four mph on both routes and directions,
except eastbound Lincoln Ave. Not surprisingly, the street segments with
the fastest drivers were wider than 30 feet. However, all of the streets were
considered in “good compliance” with accepted engineering principles.
The study recommended traffic calming measures for the Lighthouse Ave.
intersections with Coral Ave. and E. Lake Dr. because drivers sped onto these
side streets from southbound Lighthouse Ave. Both intersections now have
striped bulb-outs, thereby narrowing the permitted turning area. While the
study included striping as a means of traffic calming, it noted that this is the
least effective method of slowing drivers.

Collision Data
Thirty-five collisions were reported in Cape May Point from 2005 through August 5, 2014. The majority of the crashes were minor. One-third of all crashes
involved a driver backing up and striking a parked vehicle, almost all of which
occurred on local streets. Of the 17 crashes involving parking (backing up
and moving forward), 16 were on streets narrower than 30 feet. This statistic
for collisions over eleven years does not suggest that the Borough widen any
street. There was one reported crash involving a cyclist or pedestrian and no
fatalities during this period.

Lighthouse Ave. at Seagrove Ave.
(Google Street View)
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At the intersection of Lighthouse Ave.
and Seagrove Ave., there were two
crashes involving a driver failing to
stop at the “Stop” sign on Seagrove
and one crash involving a driver on
Seagrove who did not see a vehicle
on Lighthouse before entering the
intersection. In a 2012 crash where a
driver failed to stop at the stop sign,
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the police officer at the scene reported tree branches partially blocking the
“Stop” sign and he advised the public works department to clip the branches.
All departments responded and resolved this issue.
There were three other crashes where a vehicle failed to stop at a stop sign
(Cape Ave. and Pearl Ave., Cape Ave. and Oak Ave., and Lehigh Ave. and Lincoln Ave.), but none of these instances appear related to road design. There
were no other serious crashes.

Lighthouse Ave. at Sunset Blvd.
(Google Street View)

3.3

2015 Municipal Public Access Plan

The Borough recently completed a Municipal Public Access Plan (MPAP) in
accordance with N.J.A.C. 7:7E-8.11. A draft of this plan is currently under review
by the State Department of Environmental Protection.
Overall, the MPAP seeks to maintain and enhance public access to the waterfront while protecting the environment (particularly dunes). The plan also
includes specific circulation goals to maintain the pedestrian scale of Cape
May Point and prioritize bicycle and pedestrian access to the water through
the promotion of low speed limits and minimizing vehicle traffic volumes
Borough-wide. The goals of the MPAP are consistent with the goals and recommendations in this Circulation Plan Element:
 Maintain pedestrian scale and sight lines through the continued
emphases on the shared nature of Borough streets.
 Promote low speed limits and keep vehicular traffic volume at a
minimum so that walkers, joggers, and bikers throughout the Bor-
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ough can continue to have safe access around their neighborhood
and to the water.
 The beach area is our community’s most important asset. While
providing and maintaining beach access is critical, the dunes and
beaches must be stabilized to the greatest extent possible.
 Provide open space and recreational opportunities to all citizens
on an equal basis.
 Cape May Point will continue to maintain, enhance, and create
public opportunities for access to tidal waters and their shores, on
a non-discriminatory basis, for recreation and commerce.
 Cape May Point will continue to maintain all current public access
to and along the edge of waters flowed by the tide.
 The Borough’s natural resources will be protected, particularly
the sand dunes that not only protect life and property but provide
essential habitat and food for the resident, as well as migrating
species along the Atlantic Flyway for which Cape May Point is so
famously known around the world.
 We will continue to improve our Beach Park (all of the Borough’s
beaches are called Beach Park) with additional natural amenities to
further enhance the experience of both residents and visitors.
 Only very small restrictions of maintenance and “dune toe” access
will take place on one “Precautionary Beach” between Alexander
and Stites as per Cape May Point’s 2008 Beach Management Plan
Agreement with DEP Fish and Wildlife, Endangered Species Program and US Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service.
 Public Access to the edge of Cape May Point tidal waters may be
restricted, in part, only to the extent that such use will create conditions that may be reasonably expected to endanger the health or
safety of the public or the environment or create significant security
vulnerability, consistent with federal law.
 Public access to the edge of waters flowed by the tide may be
prohibited in locations where it is inconsistent with federal law or
where it is not practicable based on the risk of injury from hazardous conditions or substantial permanent obstructions, and no
measures can be taken to avert these risks.
 All existing public access shall be maintained to the maximum
extent practicable.
 Maintain safe and adequate access locations for fishing.
 Provide clear informative signage for access locations.
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4

Parking
4.1

General Findings

Parking of vehicles is important to the functional needs of residents, visitors
and non-residential uses within Cape May Point. Given the lack of space available to be devoted to parking on private lots, the network of public streets has
become widely utilized for parking. In order to better understand the capacity
for parking, particularly on-street parking, a study was conducted in August of
2014. In general, the study found:.
 Except along the sides of streets adjacent to beachfronts and parking close to intersections, there are few parking restrictions.
 Some of the local and County-operated streets’ cartways are over
24 feet wide.
 There are, almost, no delineated spaces or lanes in areas with onstreet parking.
 There are few curbs along roadways.
 There is no direct breakdown in the beach pass data (an indicator
of parking demand) for residents vs. nonresidents.
The following section details the findings of the study.

4.2

Borough Streets

Most of the Borough’s streets are local streets with on-street parking and narrow travel lanes. Some of the Borough’s streets are wide enough for two sides
of on-street parking with wide travel lane(s).

4.3

Identification of On-Street Parking

A site visit, aerial photos, and Google Street View helped identify Cape May
Point’s on-street parking supply. It is estimated that the Borough has the capacity for approximately 1,760 on-street parking spaces.
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4.4

Parking Restrictions

The Borough’s few parking restrictions are concentrated near intersections,
along the beach side of most streets adjacent to the beach, near the Red Store
on Pavilion Circle, and near the municipal building on the Cape May State
Park access road.
 Chrystal Ave. has “No Parking” signs along its west (beach) side
except by the off-street parking spaces near Alexander Ave.
 Harvard Ave. has “No Parking” signs along its southwest (beach)
side.

Pearl Ave.

 Lincoln Ave. has no parking on its entire southwest (beach) side,
but there is only one “No Parking” sign and it is partially obscured
by brush.
 Cape Ave. has no parking on the northwest side of the street for
most of the block between Pearl Ave. and its beach access point.
 East Lake Dr. has “No Parking” signs along the lake side of the
street between Seagrove Ave. and Oxford Ave.
 Pavilion Circle between the northern segments of Cape Ave. and
Ocean Ave. has two parking spaces adjacent to the Red Store with
a “No Parking Loading Zone 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM” restriction.
This restriction applies every day. There are two poles on either
side of the spaces. Each pole contains two restriction signs: one at
a standard level to be viewed from a vehicle and the other at the
eye level of a cyclist or pedestrian.
 Between this Pavilion Circle sign Cape Ave. is a “No Stopping or
Standing” sign.

Pavilion Circle

 Most of the beach access points also have “No Parking” signs in
the immediate vicinity.

Numerous streets have signs prohibiting parking near intersections. These
include:
 Lighthouse Ave. (Lehigh and Yale)
 Lehigh Ave. (Lighthouse and Yale)

4.5

Concentrations of On-Street Parking

There was no shortage of on-street parking, but several locations have relatively few available parking spaces:
 Lighthouse Ave. from the Cape May Point State Park access road
to Lincoln Ave. (near the Municipal Building).
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 Lehigh Ave. from Lincoln Ave. to Harvard Ave. (near the Sisters of
St. Joseph Retreat Center).
 Pavilion Circle from the northern segment of Central Ave. to the
southern segment of Central Ave.
 Cape Ave. on the northwest side of intersection with Pearl Ave.
(near the Marianist Family Retreat Center).

Lehigh Ave. and Lincoln Ave.

 Lincoln Ave. from Lehigh Ave. to Whilldin Ave.

Lincoln Ave. near Whilldin Ave.

4.6

Off-Street Public Parking

The Borough operates one off-street public parking area while the State, which
operates Cape May Point State Park, has one other. While the park is technically not within Cape May Point’s town boundaries nor operated by the Borough,
visitors to the Borough and its beaches can also use its parking and facilities.
Adjacent to the municipal building is a 17-space lot at Cape May Point State
Park. It includes one barrier-free space and is located on the access road to
the State Park. It has no parking restrictions. The access road has shoulders
designated as bike lanes and one barrier-free and one fifteen minute parking
space in front of the municipal building.
There are also 18 parking spaces, including two barrier-free spaces, at the
intersection of Alexander Ave. and Chrystal Ave. at the Alexander Ave. beach
access point.
Cape May Point State Park has a 261 space lot, including seven barrier-free
spaces. There is no parking fee and the lot is closed from dusk to dawn. This
lot is connected to Lighthouse Ave. near the Borough municipal building
via an access road. Visitors to the Borough and its beaches can also use the
State’s parking and facilities even though they are not within the Borough.
Alexander Ave. Beach Parking
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4.7

Bike Parking

Most of the Borough’s bike racks are at beach access points. There
is a metal bike rack at the municipal building. There is also a wooden
bike rack in front of the Red Store.
There are wooden fence-style bike racks in front of the post office on
Yale Ave. and near the intersection of E. Lake Dr. and Oak Ave.
Bike Rack At The Red Store

4.8

Parking Demand

According to the 2010 US Census, the Borough has 291 full-time residents, 277 of which occupy 164 housing units. The Census considers
another 455 units vacant, including 372 seasonal units and 66 units
available for rent. There is an average of 1.81 people living in owneroccupied units.
Since 2012, sales of day and weekly beach passes fell through
7/31/2014 by 30% and 7%, respectively. However, season pass sales
increased 7% during the same time period. Note that there was an
increase in daily and season beach passes from 2012 to 2013.
The number of season beach passes sold greatly exceeds even the
Borough-estimated peak summer population (approximately 2,500),
indicating frequent nonresident beachgoers, who probably drive.
However, property owners and their guests are the primary source
of parking demand, with beachgoers secondary. Day visitors, who
also probably drive to the beach, likely purchase all of the daily beach
passes. See the following table for a summary of beach pass sales.

Table IV: Beach Passes 2012 - 2014
Beach
Pass Sales
Through
July 31

Daily

Weekly

Season

Total

2012

1,019

1,114

3,725

6,858

2013

1,222

1,049

3,746

6,017

2014

713

1,034

3,977

5,724

Source: Cape May Point Borough
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5.1

Complete Streets

Traditional engineering practices contend that streets are for cars and are
designed to move cars as quickly and with as little delay as possible. Hence,
traditional street level of service analysis only considers vehicle congestion.
Road improvements to reduce congestion, such as adding or widening lanes
and increasing speed limits, often make streets more hostile to cyclists and
pedestrians. This mindset runs counter to the character and consciousness of
Cape May Point, which prioritizes walking, biking, and human-scaled development over fast or slow-moving cars.
Traffic calming promotes the shared use of a street’s right-of-way by pedestrians, cyclists, and cars using physical designs to slow vehicles and make
cyclists and pedestrians feel more comfortable. This encourages people to
walk or bike more around the community, visit local businesses, and not drive
for local trips.
Examples of traffic calming include roundabouts, cartway width reductions
(road diets), speed humps, raised intersections, landscape design, and striping. The Borough has been very supportive of traffic calming techniques both
in policy and practice, provided the techniques do not compromise the existing desirable character of Cape May Point.
To ensure that all users of the road are considered in the planning, design,
construction, operation, and maintenance of streets, governing bodies can
enact Complete Streets policies to codify this approach into law. Such restrictions typically have exceptions for cost and feasibility.

Cape May Point, NJ
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Several sources of funding for complete streets implementation are available
to Cape May Point. These include:
 NJDOT Municipal Aid. NJDOT hopes to allocate ten percent of
Municipal Aid funding to complete streets projects.
 State bikeway funding is available for bike routes. While bike
routes with physical separation from traffic are preferred, bikeways
designed with the character of the Borough’s shared streets are
also eligible.
The recommendations contained herein embody a policy of complete streets,
while also recognizing the Borough’s unique and historic pattern of thoroughfares, the intimate scale of streets and its predominant residential character.
Methods to promote the shared use of streets by pedestrians and bicycles,
while also accommodating motorized vehicles, represent an approach that
seeks to tread lightly on this historic place. Such an approach does not come
from a “one-size-fits-all” toolkit, but a sensitive approach to increase comfort
and safety for pedestrians and bicyclists within the existing framework of public streets.
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5.2

5

Thoroughfares & Access

The recommendations listed below were developed with the input of the Cape
May Point Borough Planning Board Circulation Subcommittee and overall
Planning Board. The Board solicited input from local stakeholders, including
the Borough Commissioners, Chief of Police, Public Works Director, Engineer,
and municipal planning consultant, as well as the County Engineer and the
public through a public meeting. These stakeholders’ suggestions were incorporated into the recommendations.

Pavilion Circle
Prohibit parking on the inside of the Circle using signage and a solid
yellow line painted on the pavement in the interior of the travel way.

52

Install a planted bulb-out on the corner of Ocean Ave. near the Union
Chapel. In addition to slowing traffic turning right from the Circle onto
Ocean, this will improve drainage.
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St. Peter’s Triangle

Pedestrian Crossing SIgn
(Cornell Local Roads Program)

5-3

Modify the existing circulation around St. Peter’s Triangle so traffic
moves in a single direction, counterclockwise, around it (South Lake:
one-way north; Ocean: one-way south). This would simplify movements at Lincoln Ave. for drivers turning north onto Ocean Ave. and
prevent cars coming from Harvard Ave. from driving too close to the
crowded beach access point.

5-4

In concert with 5-3, convert the Triangle to pedestrian plaza that
focuses on bicycle and pedestrian access to the beach. Improvements
to the paved area and associated elements should emphasize it as a
public space that, as a secondary function, permits vehicular access.
This area should include provisions for pedestrian waiting and vehicle
loading areas. The Borough should solicit input from the St. Peter’s
Church trustees and immediate neighbors before implementing this
and the traffic flow recommendation contained in 5-3.

5-5

Add pedestrian crossing signs (MUTCD W11-2) with diagonal downward facing arrows (MUTCD W16-7P) provided by the County DOT to
the intersections of Lincoln Ave. with Ocean Ave. and South Lake Dr.

5-6

Add additional bike racks near the beach entrance.

Lincoln Ave.
S. Lake Dr.
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St. Peter’s Triangle Improvements
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Cape Avenue (CR 651)
5-7

Add median islands on Cape Ave. on both sides of its intersection
with Cedar Ave. This will help slow drivers.

Planted Median Islands

5-8

Re-install motion-activated flashing speed sign for operation during
summer season.

5-9

Traffic calm the approach to Pavilion Circle:
(a) Move the stop sign to be adjacent to the stop bar.
(b) Add a painted right angle right turn arrow sign on the pavement after the crosswalk.
(c) Remove the painted bulb-out on the corner with the Red Store
and extend curbing to surround this area. The newly-curbed
area should be landscaped and include at least one bike rack.
In addition to slowing traffic entering the Circle, this will improve drainage.
(d) Install bulb-out with curbing on the corner with St. Agnes
Chapel.

Tree lined street
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5-10

Add trees to both sides of the street subject to approval from the
County DPW and input from utility providers and the Borough Environmental Commission.

Lighthouse Avenue (CR 629)
5-11

Replace the existing speed sign with a flashing radar speed sign
provided by the Cape May County DPW. The sign should be compliant
with standards in the federal Manual Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD).

5-12

Add median islands on Lighthouse Ave. NB and SB at approaches to
Seagrove Ave. This will help slow drivers.

5-13

Replace the painted bulb-out at the intersection with East Lake Dr.
with a one-directional bike lane (southbound) that is separated from
the travel lane with an earthen berm. The bike lane and berm should
be on the western side (lake-side) of the street.

5-14

Replace the painted bulb-out at the intersection with Coral Ave. with a
textured surface per County DPW guidance.

5-15

Add trees to both sides of the street subject to approval from the
County DPW and input from utility providers.

Portugal (TripAdvisor)

Radar Speed Sign (Peds.org)

Alexander Avenue
5-16

Modify the intersection with Ocean Ave.:
(a) Install thermoplastic rumble strips consistent with NJDOT
standards on either side of the Alexander Ave. approach to this
intersection.
(b) Remove the stop signs on Alexander.

5-17

Modify the intersection with Pearl Ave.
(a) Install thermoplastic rumble strips consistent with NJDOT
standards on either side of the Alexander Ave. approach to this
intersection.
(b) Install stop bar at the stop sign on Pearl Ave.
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Oak Avenue
5-18

Add curbing to the south side of Oak Ave. between Cape Ave. and
South Lake Dr.

South Lake Drive
5-19

Reposition stop signs at the intersection with Yale Ave. consistent with
NJDOT standards (minimum 4 ft. from the nearest edge of the intersecting travel way) and install stop bars at both of these approaches
to the intersection.

Borough-Wide Recommendations
5-20

As appropriate, implement traffic calming technique and other measures to strenghten the role that the public streets play in providing
safe and comfortable pedestrian and bicycle circulation while protecting existing historic character.

5-21

Consider seeking a “Special Area Exception” from the New Jersey
Department of Community Affairs Site Improvement Advisory Board
to memorialize standards for streets that better reflect the character of
the historic street network.

5-22

Ensure that every beach access point and other community destinations have enough bike racks to accommodate demand. The Borough
should consider the Federal Highway Administration’s recommended
types of bicycle racks when purchasing additional bike racks.2

5-23

Develop a wayfinding system and provide signs to all beaches, especially Pearl and Surf Ave., which currently lack signs. Such a wayfinding
system will highlight these treasured spaces and encourage visitors
and residents alike to enjoy them. It will also help direct daily visitors,
who likely drive to the Borough, to beach access points, thereby reducing excessive driving to find a beach access point and then parking.
Signs for more secluded beaches near crowded ones such as Alexander and St. Peter’s might dilute the crush of people and parking at
these beaches.

5-24

Add “No Parking Here to Corner” signs near appropriate intersections. This can prevent people from blocking sightlines for drivers,
bikers, and pedestrians.

5-25

Add more “No Parking” signs along beachfront roads that already
prohibit it. Drivers might not see only one or two signs per long block.

2

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/pedbike/05085/pdf/lesson17lo.pdf

Claremont, California (FHWA)
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5-26

Erect “No Outlet” signs on the western block of Oak Ave. so visitors
do not drive down the street looking for a beach.

5-27

Place signs at strategic points in the Borough that state: “Unless otherwise posted, maximum speed limit in Cape May Point is 25 mph”.
Such locations may include along Alexander, Cape, and Lighthouse
Avenues.

5-28

Support the goals and implementation of the recommendations in the
Borough’s 2015 Municipal Public Access Plan.

5-29

Incorporate accessible ramps/ elements within projects.

Upland, CA (City of Upland)
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